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Introduction

Anyone can set up a light and turn it on, but the real craft of lighting 
a shot is in controlling and shaping the light. Lighting control tools 
such as flags, nets, silks, cucalorises, mirrors, and shiny boards, are 
used to shape, craft, reduce, and diffuse light.

While the electric department may set up and power lighting in-
struments, it is the job of the grip department to shape the light 
using the tools we’re about to explore.

Remember that there are many ways to accomplish the same goal, 
and every key grip may have a different approach.  Each approach is 
right, provided it achieves the desired look on time, on budget, and 
is done safely.

Lighting Support 7
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TOOLS FOR REDUCING LIGHT

There are a number of tools available to reduce either the overall 
light output from a light source, or to reduce the brightness on a 
particular part of the object you’re lighting. Most gaffers will choose 
a light source that is slightly larger than what is needed, then reduce 
the brightness using one of the methods listed below. 

This gives them flexibility should it become necessary to brighten 
the light source – instead of taking the time to replace the light with 
a higher-wattage head, they can simple pull the scrim, remove a net, 
or increase the brightness with the dimmer.

None of the following techniques for reducing light are intended to 
change the color of, or diffuse the light source.

Wire Scrims

The first way to reduce the light is at the light source itself.  Wire 
scrims are circular metal meshes that, when placed in between the 
light and barn doors, reduce the overall brightness of the light. Every 
light has its own set of scrims and include:

Single Scrim
• Singles reduce light by ½ an f-stop
• Green painted edge

Half Single Scrim
• A single half scrim reduces the light 

by ½ an f-stop, but the wire mesh 
only covers half the open frame

• Green painted edge

Double Scrim
• Doubles reduce the light by 1 f-stop
• Red painted edge

Half Double Scrim
• A double half scrim reduces the 

light by 1 f-stop, but the wire mesh 
only covers half the open frame

• Red painted edge

A scrim is a circular 
metal screen designed 
to reduce the bright-
ness of a light.
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Slang is used often on set, and you may commonly hear 
the following terms used by the gaffer, key grip, cinema-
tographer, and the grip and electric crews:

• To add a single scrim to a light – “Take that light 
to first base,”  “Single down,” “Add a single.”

• To add a double scrim to a light –  “Take that light 
to second base,”  “Double down,” “Add a double.”

• To test a scrim to see if adding a scrim achieves 
the desired effect – “Can you audition a double 
in that light?”

WHEN WORKING WITH SCRIMS:

• Every light should have it’s own complete set of scrims, so always 
check to make sure you have them all when renting lights from a 
rental facility.

• When setting up a light fixture, always hang the scrim bag on the 
light stand for easy access.

• Always use work gloves when adding or removing scrims.  The 
lights and scrims get hot! 

• To extract a hot scrim from a light, use a C-47, or a pair of needle 
nose pliers.  This is when your Leatherman comes in handy.

• Rest hot scrims on concrete, or another safe space to cool down 
before putting them back in the scrim bag.
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Nets

Whereas wire scrims are designed to be placed in the light fixture 
itself, another way to reduce light - which gives the grips much more 
control - is to add a fabric scrim in front of the light source, called 
a net.

Nets are light-reducing fabric that can either be stretched across an 
open-ended wire rectangular frame, or manufactured in large 6’x6’, 
8’x8’, 12’x12’ and 20’x20’ sizes to be used in an overhead frame.

Most commonly held in place with a C-stand, nets can be placed 
closer or farther from a light source, allowing a grip to focus the 
effect on a specific object or subject. Most nets are open-ended, 
meaning one edge of the net has no metal support, allowing the grip 
to feather the light grade by raising and lowering the open part of 

the net into the light, without risk of a shadow caused by the frame. 
Nets are available in several densities:

• Single Net - Reduces the light by .6 stop, and can be identi-
fied by a green or white webbing around the edge

• Double Net - Reduces the light by 1.2 stops and can be iden-
tified by a red webbing around the edge

Nets are extremely fragile and are easily torn. Take good care to 
protect your scrims and store them in a contained space away from 
any puncture hazards.

Grip trucks are usually 
stocked with a range 
of flags, nets, and 
silks.  On the left, you 
can see all the 4x4’s 
on edge; the cart in the 
center holds a variety 
of 24” x 36” flags, 
nets, and silks, then 
smaller sizes are lined 
up on edge to the right.

Flags, Nets and Silks 
usually come in a set 
of one single net, one 
double net, one silk, 
and two solids.
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Dimmers

Dimmers are rheostats that, by varying the voltage to a light source, 
can reduce the light output of a bulb. When using dimmers, be aware 
of the following:

• Don’t overload the dimmer – Make sure the dimmer is rated 
for the wattage of the light you’re using. Dimmers on set are 
generally rated for 650 watts, 1000 watts or 2000 watts.

• Be aware of the color temperature change – The more you 
dim a tungsten light, the warmer the color temperature be-
comes. Although the effect is negligible when dimming up 
to 25%, further dimming will noticeably change the color of 
the light.

• Not every light can be dimmed – Dimmers are generally 
used on tungsten lights only. Kino-flos, HMIs, and other 
light sources requiring ballasts cannot be dimmed with tra-
ditional dimmers.

Neutral Density (ND) Gel

When shooting in an indoor location, 
the sunlight coming in through the 
windows, or the brightness of the outside 
may be too bright and exceed the latitude 
of your recording medium.

For this reason, you can temporarily 
apply a neutral density (ND) gel to the 
windows to reduce the light.

Similar to the gels used to tint car 
windows, ND gels come in varying 
strengths to reduce the amount of light. 
ND gels do not tint the light, only reduce 
it.

You can easily apply an ND gel to a 
window by measuring the exact dimen-
sions needed, then use a spray bottle 
of soap and water to help the ND gel 
adhere to the glass.  Once applied, use a 
squeegee to eliminate any bubbles.  

Properly applied ND gel will appear in-
visible on camera if the treated window 
appears in frame.

ND gels typically come in rolls of 4’ x 
25’.

Shooting a location 
with a lot of windows 
becomes a balance of 
time, cost, and the size 
of the crew.  You have 
to decide if it’s better to 
ND all the windows so 
you can use less lighting 
power on set, or fight 
the sunlight by increas-
ing the lighting power, 
thus requiring bigger 
lights and the options 
to power them.

A 1,000 watt dimmer.
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TOOLS FOR TINTING LIGHT

In addition to controlling the quality of light, it is often necessary 
to control the color of light for either artistic or technical purposes.  
Because production lights generate light of different colors –tung-
sten generating a warm 3200 K, fluorescent generating a green 5000 
K, and HMI creating a cool 5600K light, it can be critical to tint the 
lights so they all match in color temperature.

This can be accomplished by placing thin films called gels in front 
of the lights. Gels are multicolored sheets of polycarbonate that are 
available in virtually every color imaginable.

The two most common types of gels are CTO (color temperature 
orange), which is designed to convert the color of sunlight to match 
the color of tungsten light, and CTB (color temperature blue), which 
converts tungsten light to match sunlight. Both CTO and CTB are 
available in a range of densities, including 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2, thus 
allowing you to choose the degree of correction.

Gels are sold in either 4’ x 25’ rolls, or in 2’ x 
2’ sheets.  They can be applied to windows, 
cut into smaller pieces for use on small 
light fixtures, or used in 4’x4’ open frames 
for placement in front of larger light 
fixtures.

While gels are flame 
retardant and can 
withstand substantial 
heat, they will melt if 
placed too close to a hot 
light source, so care must 
be taken to ensure they 
are placed a safe distance 
away.

Be mindful of the light loss 
incurred by each gel color.  
Darker colors such as CTB 
can result in a loss of 2-f-stops, 
making other lighting options 
more attractive.  A 1,200 watt 
HMI will generate more light, 
require less power, and generate less 
heat than a 10,000 watt tungsten 
light with a full CTB gel.

Most gel manufacturers have gel 
sample books available with 4” x 4” 
samples of each gel along with the color 
temperature and light loss statistics.

Gel and diffusion man-
ufactures will send 
you a sample book 
that lists the light loss 
and color temperature 
change of each type of 
gel and diffusion. 

Gels and 
diffusions can 
be purchased in 
head cuts, or on 
rolls.
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TOOLS FOR DIFFUSING LIGHT

When a light is set-up, it is a singular source that usually casts a 
sharp shadow with a harsh wraparound.  To soften this light source, 
adding a diffusion material in front of the light - whether it’s on the 
light fixture itself, or at a distance in front of the light, will increase 
the overall light-generating area, thus creating a softer light.

There are two main tools used to soften light:

• Fabric Diffusion – There are a variety of fab-
ric diffusions designed to be stretched on an 
open frame and positioned in front of a light 
source.  Varying sizes and types of diffusion 
give the cinematographer an array of choices to 
help achieve the desired look.

• Paper Diffusion  –  Paper diffusion falls in the 
gel family and can be placed directly on a light 
source, or on a frame, in close proximity to a 
light source.  Flame retardant and able to han-
dle high temperatures, paper diffusion is com-
monly used to take the edge of a light.

Diffusion is typically used in three ways.

• On the barn doors of a light fixture – The most common way 
to add light diffusion is to clip the diffusion material to the 
barn doors of a light source using C-47’s (clothespins). Al-
though this does not drastically soften the light, it can take 
enough for hair lights, specials, or some key lights.

Try cutting diffusion and 
gels into 12” x 12” and 18” 
x 18” sizes, rolling them 
up, and line them up in an 
empty milk-crate for easy 
access on set. These “head 
cuts” will be perfectly sized 
to use on light fixtures.

• In a frame – In most instances, grips will use a C-stand to 
place a 4’x4’ open metal frame that has been “skinned” with a 
particular type of diffusion material. Skinning means cutting 
a 4’x4’ piece of diffusion, tightly stretching the material over 
the frame and securing it with snot tape, then trimming any 
excess from the edges.

Secure a cut of gel of 
diffusion to the barn 
doors of a light with 
C-47s.

• As a fabric stretched across an overhead frame – 
When working with larger 6’x6’, 8’x8’, 12’x12’ and 
20’x20’ frames, grips will utilize fabric diffusion. These 
larger frames are ideal when working outside to soften 
the harsh look of the sun. Larger 12’x12’ and 20’x20’ 
frames are often rigged above the actors to diffuse the 
sunlight and help provide continuity to the light as the 
sun moves during the course of the day.
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Common Fabric Reflectors and Diffusion

There are a wide array of fabrics and materials to reduce, soften, and 
bounce light, each with different attributes and with each providing 
a different quality of light. Many of these materials are designed to 
be used on larger frames, such as in standard 6’x6’, 8’x8’, 12’x12’, and 
20’x20’ sizes.

Paper Diffusion

Paper diffusion is considered an expendable and is generally used 
a few times, then discarded. Sold in 4’ x 25’ rolls, or in 2’ x 2’ head 
cuts, paper diffusion can be cut to any size needed.

Many times, this diffusion is not included in the rental cost of the 
equipment, and if it is included on a grip truck, is charged on an 
as-used basis. Many grip trucks however, will provide 4’ x 4’ open 
frames already skinned with the most common diffusion.

Some of the most common diffusion includes:

 Hampshire Frost – A very light diffusion that just takes the 
edge off the light source. Hampshire frost is also applied to 
windows on constructed sets to create a slightly diffused look, 
throwing the background out of focus. (Light loss = 1/4 stop)

 Opal – Opal is a light diffusion that is a little heavier than 
Hampshire Frost and a great choice for taking the edge off a 
light source. Often used on Kino-Flos and other small lights, 
Opal diffuses the light with a minimal 1/2 stop light loss. 

250 Half White 
Diffusion stretched 
across a 4’x4’ open 
frame and secured 
with snot tape.
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 White Diffusion – The most common types of diffusion used 
on set, the white diffusion series ranges from light to heavy in 
a variety of densities. The most common include: 

• 252 Eighth white diffusion (Light loss = 1/4 stop)
• 251 Quarter white diffusion (Light loss = 1/3 stop)
• 250 Half white diffusion (Light loss = 3/4 stop)
• 216 Full white diffusion (Light loss = 1 stop)

 Grid Cloth – Grid cloth is a waterproof textile/fabric sewn 
with a grid pattern, which provides a beautiful soft diffused 
light. There are several types of grid cloth:

• 430 Grid Cloth (Light loss = 2 1/2 stop)
• 432 Light Grid Cloth (Light loss = 1 3/4 stop)
• 434 Quarter Grid Cloth (Light loss = 3/4 stop)
• 460 Quiet Grid Cloth – Quiet grid cloth is made with a 

fabric that is quiet in windy conditions (2 3/4 stop)
• 462 Quiet Light Grid Cloth (Light loss = 2 1/4 stop)
• 464 - Quiet Quarter Grid Cloth (Light loss = 1 stop)

Fabric Diffusion

Another type of diffusion is a fabric-based diffusion, intended to be 
reused and sewn with reinforced, grommeted edges. Fabric diffusion 
typically comes in larger sizes for use in overhead frames.  Common 
sizes include 6’ x6’, 8’ x8’, 12’ x12’, and 20’ x20’.  

Special thanks to Matthews Studio Equipment for the following 
information and product images.The crew rolls in a 12’ 

x 12’ frame with grid 
cloth to soften the 
harsh California sun 
for an exterior shot.
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Silks (Diffusion)

The most common type of silk, full silks will take the majority of the 
edge off the sunlight while retaining a little bit of the specularity and 
direction of the light. Ideal for most purposes, full silks are part of 
the standard package of rags that come with an overhead. There are 
three types of silk in both White and Black: Artificial Silk, China 
Silk, and 1/4 Stop Silk. While the properties of each vary, they all 
have essentially the same purpose, which is to be used for medium 
diffusion at varying degrees. White Artificial Silk offers the most 
diffusion at a light loss of 1.6 stops with a significant amount of 
ambient bounce (its counter, Black Silk offers no ambient bounce).

Light Loss:

• Artificial Silk (White) – 1.6 stops
• Artificial Silk (Black) – 1.8 stops
• 1/4 stop Silk (White) – .6 stops
• 1/4 Stop Silk (Black) – .7 stops
• China Silk (White) – 1.0 stop
• China Silk (Black) – 1.0 stop

Bobinett (Diffusion)

Single, Double, Black, White, and Lavender nets come with varying 
properties. Black Bobinett in its single form will reduce light inten-
sity without changing the color temperature of the light, with twice 
that as a double. White Bobinett will reduce the direct light in your 
shoot and soften that effect by introducing ambient bounce, with 
again twice that effect as a double. Both White and Black Bobinett 
are treated to be flame retardant, and the doubles are sewn by the 
industry technique to eliminate a moire pattern that may adversely 
affect your shot.

Light Loss:

• Single Scrim (Black) – .6 stops
• Single Scrim (White) – .5 stops
• Double Scrim (Black) – 1.2 stops
• Double Scrim (White) – 1.0 stops
• Triple Scrim (Black) – 1.8 stops
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Grid Cloth (Diffusion)

This diffusion material features a light grid that diffuses the light 
along the grid, creating a softer light than a standard silk. Grid cloth 
will spread the light across it’s entire surface, creating a larger, more 
uniform light.

Grid cloth can be used either in large overhead frames to provide 
diffusion over a large area, or stretched over smaller frames - most 
typically a 4’x4’ frame for placement in front of a light source.

There are many types of grid cloth including Silent Grid Cloth 
which is used outside on a windy day to cut down extraneous noise.

Light Loss:

• Grid Cloth – 2.6 stops
• Light Grid Cloth – 2.0 stops 

Silent Frosts and Hi-Lites (Diffusion)

Silent Frosts will give you a soft, slightly diffused light with no 
ambient bounce, creating a light soft glow that’s perfect for outside 
shoots as it is virtually noiseless in the wind and holds its properties 
even in wet weather. Matthews Hi-Lites are the best in the business, 
giving you soft diffusion similar to Silent Frosts yet with the option 
of being either welded or sewn.

Available types:

• Hi-Lite Silent Frost
• Silent Frost
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Muslins

Muslin is a heavier material that comes either bleached (white) or 
unbleached (beige). As a heavier material, it does not diffuse across 
the entire area of the overhead, but provides a beautiful, soft look. 
Perfect for lighting people at a close range, muslin requires a lot 
of light for a very soft, pleasing look. Bleached muslin also works 
as a flat reflector whereas an unbleached muslin is a warm white 
reflector. Both can be used for bouncing a soft light or as a very soft 
diffusion type of textile.

Available Muslins:

• Bleached Muslin
• Unbleached Muslin

Muslin can be both 
a diffusion material 
and a bounce.  In the 
opposite page, the 
crew bounced light 
off a 20’ x 30’ piece 
of muslin suspended 
over the car.
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When scouting 
locations, consider 
the amount of space 
you need to set up the 
lighting equipment.  
While the shot may be 
a medium shot of an 
actor, the footprint of 
the lights can require 
10x the area.
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Chromakey Green Screen and Blue Screen

These fabrics are specifically designed to match the color require-
ments of either chromakey green or blue (used when shooting film), 
or digital green or blue (ideal when shooting digital video).

Professional fabrics are dyed with exact attention to the specific 
color needed to shoot a proper key, and can be hung or stretched 
across typical overhead frames.

You can contact the manufacturer for custom sizes or configurations 
for specialty scenes and shots.

SOFT BOXES

Soft boxes are any enclosure placed around a light source to increase 
the overall light generating area, while reducing side spill.

Soft boxes range from small housings mounted in front of a low-
watt light fixture, to large 20’ x 30’ pieces of diffusion suspended 
under space lights to create a soft 
ambient light over a set. From 
professional soft boxes designed 
to be rigged over cars for car com-
mercials which cost hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, to $5 foam 
core soft boxes you can build for 
smaller light fixtures, the soft box 
is a variable, customizable tool to 
help create a soft, pleasing light.

Ideal for filming people, creating 
an even ambient light, or to simply 
soften a light source, soft boxes are 
an effective way to increase the size 
of any light source.

There are several options available:

• Add a soft box to a tungsten 
or HMI light – you can ei-
ther purchase a profession-
al Chimera, designed to be 
reused, or you can make 
your own foam core soft-
box.

A soft box, made from 
an 8’ x8’ overhead 
softens the light from 
four 2k lights to create 
a ambient across the 
set.
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• Use an all-in-one soft box – Companies like 
Lowel make outstanding collapsible soft boxes 
that open like an umbrella, and are fully assem-
bled for quick assembly and storage.  Oftentimes, 
you can swap out the bulb for different wattages, 
adding yet another degree of control. 

• Build your own – Create an inexpensive soft box 
out of foam core and gaffers tape, attach the rig 
to a light using grip clips, then cover the opening 
with a diffusion of your choice.

To light larger areas, you can hang a soft box over the set.

• Build your own - One of the most common 
techniques is to hang an 
overhead frame (6’ x6’, 
8’ x8’, 12’ x12’, and 20’ 
x20’) horizontally 
over the set, skinned 
with a diffusion 
of choice.  Then, 
hang a 2’ du-
vatyne skirt 
around the 
perimeter 
to pre-
vent any 
light spill.  
Above the 
soft box, 
hang 2k open face 
tungsten lights.

HOW TO BUILD A SOFT BOX

Choose the Frame and Diffusion
Select the ideal size for the soft box, by 
choosing a 6’x6’, 8’x8’, 12’x12’, 20’x20 foot 
overhead frame, or building a custom size 
from speed rail. Stretch the diffusion from 
edge to edge to eliminate spill.

Skirt the Frame
Using grip clips, skirt the entire frame with 
duvatyne.  The wider the strip, the more 
focused the light, and the less spill you will 
have.

Build a Top Skirt
To reduce spill over the top, you can build 
optional foam core siders with gaffers tape 
along the top perimeter of the frame.

Raise and Light
Before raising the soft box, hang the desired 
lights from the grid.  Space lights are ideal 
as you can turn off individual lamps in each 
space light to control the brightness of the 
soft box light.

A Lowel Rifa-Lite.
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• Rent a professional soft box - Most often used for car com-
mercials, or when lighting vehicles, specialty studios have 
very expensive 20’ x 30’ motorize soft boxes that can be raised, 
lowered, and tilted for the desired placement.  These rigs can 
be expensive to rent, and you many need to hire a qualified 
operator in addition to the light and studio rental.

TOOLS FOR SHAPING LIGHT

While a raw, direct light may be the desired look for the shot, most 
times that light needs to be shaped.  Light may need to be blocked 
off part of the set, added to accent a special prop or set dressing, or 
sliced to break up a blank wall. 

The task of shaping light falls on the shoulders of the grip depart-
ment, and they have a wide range of tools to do so.

Barn Doors

Barn doors are four hinged, metal flaps on a light fixture that can 
be used roughly shape the light. Often the first method for shaping 
light, barn doors can be pinched to create a small square or a slash of 
light. Most barn doors can be rotated, allowing the focused pattern 
to be rotated into the proper position.

• Because barn doors are so close to the light source, they gen-
erally do not provide a sharp cut of light – However, the cut 
is generally good enough when used to make a slash of light 
against the back wall, or roughly flag the light off of an object 
or subject.

• If the cinematographer requests paper diffusion or a colored 
gel be added to a light, a grip will usually attach the diffusion 
or gels to the barn doors using C-47s (clothespins) – Always 
cut the diffusion or gel so it is large enough to fit over the 
front of the light, but isn’t so big that it can flap in the wind, 
or create a safety hazard. Excess gel or diffusion can be rolled 
up and pinned to the top or bottom of the barn doors using 
a C-47.

• Another way to diffuse the light is to focus the light through 
a large frame of diffusion - generally a 4’x4’, 6’x6’, or 8’x8’ 
frame – If this is the case, always open the barn doors so the 
light spreads across the diffusion edge-to-edge without spill-
ing over. 

The barn doors for 
an Arri 640 tungsten 
Fresnel.
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• Barn doors get very hot, so be 
sure to use gloves or pliers when 
re-positioning barn doors.

Flags, Solids, and Cutters

Lighting isn’t just about creating light, 
but also creating shadows. To do this, 
we use duvatyne - a light blocking fabric 
that can be used in all shapes and sizes.  
Three common uses are as flags, cutters, 
and solids.

Flags

Flags are rigid metal frames stretched 
with the black, light-blocking material, 
duvatyne and a 5/8” pin allowing them 

to be held and positioned with a C-Stand. Flags are designed to be 
placed in front of a light source to block the light, or to deliberate-
ly cast a shadow onto a person or an object. When placing a flag, 
the closer to the light source, the softer the “cut,” or shadow edge. 
The farther away from the light source, the harder the cut. Using a 
C-stand with a grip head and a grip arm, flags can be positioned in a 
nearly limitless number of ways so you can finesse the cut. Remember 
to always sandbag your C-stands and use the “lefty-loosey” role to 
ensure that all the grip head self-tighten under the weight of your 
rigs

Flags are available in a number of different sizes, with the main sizes 
including:

• 12”x18”
• 18”x24”
• 24”x36”
• 4’x4’
• 4’x’4 floppy - 

floppies are 4’x4’ 
solids with an 
additional 4’x4’ 
piece of duvatyne 
sewn to one edge 
and held in place 
with Velcro. By 
detaching this 
additional fabric, 
you can increase 
the effective size 
of the solid to 
4’x8’.

 

Although duvatyne is 
heat resistant, it will still 
burn if it’s placed too close 
to a light source. Never 
place a flag within 12” of 
a light source up to 2000 
watts, and for lights of 
larger wattages, place 
flags at a proportionally 
farther distance.

Various sized flags. 
(left)

A 4’x4’ floppy, top 
hinged.  A bottom 
hinge would be sewn 
on the baby pin end of 
the solid. (right)
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Much of the work and 
artistry in lighting 
comes in shaping 
the light.  The crew 
uses several 4’x4’ 
flags, and floppies to 
shape the light on the 
soundstage.
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Cutters

Cutters are long narrow solids intended to block the top and bottom 
of a light source, allowing a grip to focus the light onto a subject. For 
example, when shooting a medium shot of an actor, use a bottom 
cutter to reduce the key light on the actor’s chest, and a top cutter to 
reduce the light off the top of the actor’s head to draw the audience’s 
attention to the actor’s face. Cutters are most commonly used in the 
following sizes: 10”x42”, 18”x48”, 24”x72”.

Cutters are longer, 
narrower flags.

Solids

Solids are large pieces of duvatyne, stitched and grommeted for use 
in overhead frames. The most common sizes for solids are 6’x6’, 8’x8’, 
12’x12’, 20’20’, although you can buy rolls of duvatyne or ask a grip 
company to sew you a custom size for special applications.
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Black Wrap

Sometimes, it’s necessary to craft the light at the source with more 
accuracy than the barn doors can provide. For these instances, black 
wrap is used. Black wrap is an anodized, heat-resistant aluminum 
foil used on light fixtures to prevent excess light spill, or to create a 
more customizable shape. Treated as an expendable, black wrap is 
available on a pay-per-use basis when included in a rental package.

• Black wrap can be held to a light fixture either by tightly 
wrapping the black wrap around the fixture itself, or by us-
ing C-47s – You can also use gaffer’s tape to tape the black 
wrap to itself, but never tape it directly to the light fixture 
itself. The heat from the light will melt the glue and it’ll take 
you a while to scrape it off later.

• Black wrap can get really hot, so always use gloves when 
handling it - especially after it’s been on a light for a while

• You can always save used pieces with 
other head cuts of gels and 
diffusion for future 
use.

Cucoloris

A cucoloris, also referred to as a cookie or a cuke, is a piece is 3/8” 
plywood with random patterns cut into it. When placed in front of 
a light source, a cucoloris will add soft, nondescript shadows to the 
light. Focusing a light through a cuculoris is an outstanding way of 
to create a more natural, textured light. Cucoloris come in two types:

• Wood Cocoloris – The wood variety will cast a much harsher 
pattern of shadows onto an object. 

• Metal Cucoloris – A metal cuculoris will cast a softer pattern 
onto an object.

When using a cucolories, there are a 
number of techniques to controlling 
the harshness of the shadows:

• Add diffusion – By adding a 
4’x4’ frame of light diffusion 
like opal or 251 between the 
light source and the cucolor-
is, you will be able to lightly 
diffuse the shadows. Be aware 
that the closer you place the 
diffusion to the light, the soft-
er and non-descript the shad-
ows.

• Increase the distance from the 
subject – The farther you place 
the light and cucoloris from 
the subject, the softer and 
larger the resulting shadows. 

A wood cucoloris.

A roll of black wrap.
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• Use a flag – You can always use a combination of flags, nets 
and silks to further refine the shape of the light focused 
through a cucoloris. By placing these scrims either in front 
of or behind the cuculoris, you can control exactly where you 
want the light to fall.

In addition to using industry-standard cucolorises, you can use vir-
tually any object in front of a light to create a shadow or pattern. 
Some of the most common include:

• Branch-oloris – Use a small tree branch or piece of shrub-
bery to create the pattern of leaves on an object. Use a fan to 
add a subtle movement to the leaves for a more organic feel.

• Glass-oloris – Place clear or colored glass in front of a light 
for a beautiful refraction pattern.

• Foam Core – Use foam core to cut specific patterns to make 
your own cucoloris pattern.

TOOLS FOR REFLECTING LIGHT

Another technique is to reflect existing light. Whether the source is 
the sun or a light fixture, large reflectors can redirect a lot of light, 
bounce boards can provide a subtle return to fill in key light shadows, 
and mirrors can be used to precisely focus highlights on objects and 
subjects.

We begin by looking at the fabric reflectors that can be used in over-
head frames.

Lamé

Lamés are ultra soft reflectors treated to be a self-extinguishing 
fabric that will give you a subtle reflective bounce. While both fabrics 
brighten your shot without being harsh, gold lamés will warm the 
color temperature of the light. Lamés are also available in a check-
erboard pattern which offers the benefit of the punch of silver fabric 
along with the warmth of the gold.

Types of Lamé:

• Silver Lamé
• Gold Lamé
•  Gold/Silver checkerboard

The crew set up a 20’x 
20’ green screen, with 
a 12’x12’ silver lame 
to reflect the sun as 
a key light onto the 
dancers.
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Grifflector

Grifflectors are a fabric reflector that provide a slightly harsher re-
flected light than Lamé’s.

Microwave

Microwave is similar to both Grifflectors and Lamés in that they will 
give you a reflective bounce, however, the effect is not subtle. Silver 
Microwave will provide a hard reflection and is ideal for harshly 
redirecting sunlight. Microwave does not provide a lot of diffusion 
and can be extremely specular.  Unless you want to use it as a harsh 
light effect, microwaves are not recommended for lighting people.

Ultrabounce

Ultrabounce is a dual fabric that will give you a soft, even bounce 
on the white side with no hot spot, and as a counter to that a flat 
non-reflective back side. Ultrabounce is treated with a flame retar-
dent for safer use and is available in the common overhead sizes.

Ultrabounce is an outstanding reflector when shooting outdoors.  
Bouncing sunlight onto the actors will create a soft, even light that 
is pleasing to the flesh tones without being too specular.

One technique when shooting on set is to bounce a large light 
source like a 4k tungsten or a 1.2k HMI into a 6’x6’ or 8’x8’ frame 
of Ultrabounce instead of focusing the light directly onto the actors 
through a diffusion. The large surface area coupled with the soft 
bounce make a large soft light source.

Microwave is a very 
strong, harsh reflector.

The crew uses two 
12’x12’ overheads with 
Ultrabounce to provide 
fill light for an exterior 
scene.
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Griffolyn

Griffolyn is a a plastic material that provides a very 
soft bounced light, ideal for lighting people.  While not 
providing as much return as Ultrabounce, griffolyn is 
cheaper and often comes with a white side for bounce, 
and a black side for negative fill.

Available Griffolyn:

• Black Griffolyn
• White Griffolyn

Shiny Boards

One of the most common tools used to shape sunlight 
are shiny boards. These 40”x40” hard reflectors feature a 
shiny side for harder reflection and a feathered side for a 
softer bounce. Mounted on a yoke, shiny boards can be 
used either on a combo stand, or placed on the ground to 
create an up-light. Shiny boards should be treated like a 
light in that they can be focused through 4x4 frames of 
gels or diffusion to create the necessary look.

REFLECTING LIGHT... CHEAPLY

Never underestimate the power of reflected light. 
In some situations, all you need is a bounce board 
to reflect sunlight or provide a little return from 
your key light. One of the best and most affordable 
reflectors is one you can make yourself. Visit your 
local home improvement store and buy a 4’x8’ sheet 
of white bead board (Styrofoam insulation), then go 
to you local craft store and buy a 4’x8’ sheet of white 
foam core. Cut each piece in half and tape the piece 
of foam core to the back of the bead board. You now 
have a 4’x’4 reflector with a harder (foam core) side 
and a softer side (bead board). Run white gaffers tape 
along the edges to secure it, and you can now either 
rig to a stand with a platypus clamp or hand hold it. 

Notice the 4’x4’ piece 
of foam core on the 
left.  It’s positioned to 
bounce some of the 
key light back onto 
the subject as a fill 
light.

The grip will “shake 
up” a shiny board 
or reflector, which 
simply means 
refocusing the light 
after some time to 
compensate for the 
movement of the sun.
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Mirrors

Sometimes, when working on a small set that cannot accommodate 
a larger light fixture, mirrors are used to redirect the light from a 
fixture just off set onto the subject. 12”x12” mirrors can be purchased 
from a home improvement store and are mounted to a foam core 
holder with gaffer’s tape. By rigging each mirror on a C-stand, you 
can position the mirror more easily than a light fixture. To further 
shape the light, put black gaffers tape onto the mirror to create pat-
terns and shadows.

Whereas the above technique involves one mirror, you can focus a 
larger light source, like a 2K open face light, off-set into a large piece 
of duvatyne (try a 6x6 or 8x8 frame) to avoid spill or reflection. Then 
position several mirrors in the light to create multiple smaller light 
sources. Focus each mirror and shape the light for a more flexible 
alternative to using multiple small light fixtures.

A 12” x 12” mirror 
with black gaffers 
tape applied to 
create a pattern 
(below).

The resulting effect 
on the cyc wall 
(opposite page).
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